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Large and mega cap names have very little short interest* compared to mid and small cap stocks. The blue line 
represents the average number of days to cover short interest of the top ten names in the Russell 1000 Index, while the 
orange line shows the average for the names in the Russell Mid Cap Index. This ratio between the average days to cover 
of the mid caps and the top ten names currently sits at 2.9, meaning mid caps are roughly 3 times as heavily shorted 
as the largest names, adjusted for their trading volume. This  is a high level historically – it sits at the 89th percentile 
of readings since August, 1993. Notably, this reading is driven by an extremely low level of short interest among the 
largest names (9th percentile historically) rather than any movement in mid caps (near the median historically).

Intuitively, a low level of short interest suggests a largely consensus trade, with few people betting against these 
larger names. We saw similar patterns in early 2008 and mid 1997, with the top ten names having a low level of days 
to cover before market leadership turned against these names. A historical analysis shows that in periods where the 
relative days to cover of mid cap names to the top 10 names has exceeded the current level, the Russell Mid Cap 
Index has outperformed the top ten names by about 7.5% in the next year, and by about 5.3% per year over the next 
3 years, which is a substantially higher return spread than the historical average of 1.3% for all periods since 1993. 

We have done a significant amount of work to show that the largest names appear extended in terms of aggregate 
market capitalization and valuations relative to the average stock. We believe this is yet another indicator that 
suggests caution in allocating too much of one’s portfolio in a small set of names, however large they may be.

Source: Glenmede Investment Management LP and FactSet.                   Data as of 9/30/2020

*Short interest is defined as the number of shares sold short and not yet covered for a given security. Days to cover short interest, or simply “days to cover”,  refers to the level of short 
interest, divided by the average daily trading volume in that security; it represtents the average number of days it would take trades to fully cover all outstanding short positions. 

The views expressed represent the opinions of certain GIM portfolio managers as of October 30, 2020 and are not intended as a recommendation of any security, sector 
or product, and any security identified herein may or may not have been bought, held and/or sold by GIM-managed portfolios. Any opinions or projections herein are based 
on information available at the time of publication and may change thereafter. Information obtained from third-party sources is assumed to be reliable, but accuracy is not 
guaranteed. Future developments (including performance) may differ materially from expectations and projections noted herein due to various risks and uncertainties and 
changes in underlying assumptions.  

For institutional and professional investors only; not for retail clients.

Top 10 vs. Mid Caps

Russell Mid Cap vs. Top Ten Forward Returns 
since August 1993

All Periods Above Threshold*

12M 36M 12M 36M

Average Return 
Spread 1.28 2.00 7.55 5.34

Median Return 
Spread 0.66 2.51 7.44 4.76

Positive Frequency 53% 60% 70% 94%

Short interest ratio threshold of 2.86
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